A computationally fast algorithm for tracking targets in a sequence of scenes is described. The algorithm is based on a variation of template matching.
Introduction
Among the plethora of automatic target recognition (ATR) techniques developed over the last several decades, one of the most basic is template matching. This report details a template-matching algorithm developed to track targets contained in a sequence of forward-looking infrared (FLIR) images. The two prime driving factors in algorithm development were tracking accuracy and computational burden. 
Template-Matching Algorithm
The template-matching concept is elementary: A rectangular patch of image pixels containing a representation of the subject target is stepped across a scene, and the best match is assumed as the most probable location of the target.
Scene Rescaling and Preprocessing
One can rescale the pixels of a scene in a number of ways. Since images from the frame sequence for this study are the source of all templates and rescaling involves some computational penalty, no frame rescaling was tried.
Rather than just using a gray-scale image as the template basis, one can preprocess the templates and frames to enhance various image attributes and deemphasize others. Although any preprocessing scheme can increase computational requirements, its use can be justified where significant performance gains can be achieved. As a first try, a gradient model, based on the Sobel operator, was implemented. Initial results indicated that the gradient-based template performed so much worse than the gray-scalebased template that all further investigations into preprocessing were ended.
Background Correlation
The primary source of frame-to-frame target location variability for the test scene set is random frame dither. To estimate target location in any given frame with respect to background in the previous frame, one can use background correlation. For the test scene set, the maximum frame-to-frame variation of target location (based on ground-truth data) in either the horizontal or vertical directions is 10 pixels.
To compensate for frame dither, I used a rectangular template centered in any given frame, with a 15-pixel border. For the 128-× 128-pixel images, the corresponding template encompasses approximately 10,000 pixels-an exceedingly large template. To vary such a template over a conservatively chosen range of 15 pixels is, from a computational point of view, impractical. I found that such a template could be down sampled by selection of every fourth pixel vertically and horizontally (resulting in a background template of approximately 600 pixels) without adversely affecting performance accuracy. The template can also be shifted in steps of two pixels over the 15-pixel range-resulting in a further factor of four reduction in background correlation time. These reductions in computational requirements allow template matching to become a practical approach to aligning sequential frames.
Scene Search Region
With the given or computed location of a target in any frame, by using background correlation, one can estimate the target's location for the next frame. This would seem to permit a target search near the region of its estimated location. Such a localized search will reduce algorithm execution time and may also improve performance.
To search over increasingly smaller regions of a frame while minimizing the probability of the target falling outside the search region, I included a frame-to-frame variable search region capability into the algorithm. To implement this capability, I chose a nominal search region size for the data set. With the actual or computed target location in any frame (from the background correlator), the target's location in the next frame was estimated. If after the most probable location of the target on the second frame (within the given search region) was computed from the target template and if the estimated and calculated locations agreed, the search region size for the next frame continued unchanged. If this distance between the estimated and calculated locations grew, then the search region for the subsequent frame could be enlarged (to a maximum search area four times the nominal search area). If the calculated location of a target approached too closely to the border of the search region, the probability of error for that frame was assumed to have significantly increased. Because so many frames were in the sequence of images, not all were required to track a target; these high probability error frames were discarded, and the search continued to the next frame. I found that the cumulative effect of these procedures improved performance while reducing execution time.
Template Updating and Weighting
If you were to track any target through a sequence of frames, its appearance would progressively change. This change would have the obvious effect of degrading the performance of the template-matching algorithm. To compensate for this degradation, at least in part, the pixel values of the target template are progressively updated as the algorithm passes down the sequence of frames. Equation (1) describes how these values are updated:
where
T (n) = the value of pixel n of template, and F (n) = the value of pixel n for the calculated location of target A in frame K.
It is reasonable to assume that not all pixels of a template contribute equally to a template-matching algorithm's performance. For one to determine whether this unequal contribution is random from frame to frame or is (in some manner) systematic, template weighting was introduced. If this contribution is not highly random, then template weighting should improve performance. To implement the weighting, simply multiply the results of the template-frame match for each template pixel by the weight term. This weight is computed as (one should note the similarity between equations (1) and (2))
Algorithm Performance
The performance of the template-matching algorithm was optimized and then tested with the test scene set. The L1816 test set has ground-truth values for all targets for frames 53 through 288. Parameter optimization and testing were done with this frame sequence. This sequence can be divided into two regions: (1) the beginning, where comparatively few pixels are on target and the frame-to-frame variation is minimal and (2) the end, where both the target pixel count and frame variations are much larger. I designed an optimum model for each region (model 1 and model 2). An optimum model is one that both maximizes performance and minimizes algorithm execution time. I also tried to keep as many parameters of each region's model the same as possible (see table 1 ).
The parameters are defined in terms of the variable names used in the code listed in the appendix. Where parameters were previously given alternate designations, these designations are given in parentheses (see table 1 ).
Model 1
This model is the parameter set designed to perform optimally for the frames at the beginning of the frame sequence. The performance of model 1 is demonstrated by defining a frame sequence, selecting the first frame as the source of all target templates, and testing its performance on the subsequent frames. Two targets are on each frame: the M60 and tnk. To increase the statistical significance of the results, I repeated model 1's demonstration of performance for a series of 40 frame sets. Each frame set was created by incrementing the previous frame sequence (and, hence, also the target template source) by one frame. For instance, if the first frame set encompassed frames 55 through 115 (with the template source as 55), then the second set would encompass 56 through 116 (with the template source as 56), and so on for 40 sets. The results for the 40 frame sets were then either averaged or summed.
To optimize the template-matching algorithm's parameters, I used a 20-frame set with each spanning 100 frames. The initial frame set encompassed frames 55 through 155. To test the performance of the optimized model, I used the aforementioned sequence of 40-frame sets. These sets spanned varying frame sequence lengths. Because both optimization and test data sets were drawn from the same database, I sought to introduce differences into the two sets. Besides the differences in frame set counts, varying frame sequence starting points (hence different target templates) were used. Nevertheless, one should recognize the overwhelming similarities between the optimization and test data sets and be very circumspect in interpreting the results. As more data sets are brought on-line, this problem should diminish.
Results for model 1 are presented for two different target templates. The first is for a template down sampled by selection of every fourth pixel (table  2) and the second is for no down sampling (table 3) . The limited number of pixels on target for the data sets used with model 1 complicates down sampling and maintaining performance accuracy. Note that for models 1 and 2, the target template is significantly larger than the target. The inclusion of substantial background in the template while adversely affecting computer execution time significantly improved accuracy. Despite the large templates, where a match was achieved, the difference between estimated and ground-truth location of targets on average was typically one or two pixels and with the worst-case fit being rarely more than six pixels.
Model 2
Model 2 was optimized for the frames near the end of the data set sequence. Its performance is given in table 4. I used 20 frame sets to optimize the parameters of this model. The frame sequence for the first of these frame sets was 185 through 245. Template updating has a significant effect on model performance. This is shown in table 5.
The test configuration was that of row 4 of table 4 with parameter time (β 1 ) the variable. Note that template weighting minimally affects performance and can probably be deleted from the model. 
Discussion
It is feasible to develop both a reasonably accurate and a computationally efficient algorithm for target tracking based on template matching. The frame-to-frame redundancy in a sequence of images is an attribute that is exploited by the present version of template matching to maximize tracking accuracy. As has been demonstrated, much that is potentially computationally inefficient about a template-matching scheme can be circumvented through careful algorithm design. As is too often the case in the target recognition field, a definitive statement cannot be made about absolute algorithm accuracy. Defining an absolute performance standard requires not only a more extensive set of image sequences than was available for this study but also several alternative tracking algorithms for comparison.
Appendix. Target-Tracking Algorithm Source Code
The following is a C source code listing of the template-matching algorithm of this report. fclose (in_file1) fclose (in_file2) /* find maximum frame-to-frame axis shift for gt values: */ /****************************************** }} printf("largest frame-to-frame gt axis shift= %d\n",big) *********************************************/ 
